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About This Game

What is Market Tycoon?

Market Tycoon is a Tycoon game developed by Protection Games.

Grow your Market from a small Mini Market all the way up to a Hyper Market.

Manage, Create and customize your Market all the from wall paint to placing Cashiers, Shelves, and Fridges. Stock items of
your choosing and even get the satisfaction of making discounts or running advertisements for your market.

Features

Item Expiration Date
Food items have an expiration date, That means if an item stays on shelves for too long it will get removed, Just like real life.

Money Management
Rent, Electricity cost, and Employees salaries have an effect on your market. Every Market has a different Rent and Electricity

cost so be careful you don't want to go bankrupt.
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Dynamic Item Removal
Every Item on shelves get removed one by one when an AI character actually takes it,

Which gives a high sense of realism.

Manage employees
Have a feeling of a boss by hiring cashiers or fire them to cut costs, Every employee has a different speed and salary so choose

wisely.

154 Different items
A wide range of items to put in your market,

from Fruits and Vegetables all the way to Supplies like Tissue and Soap.

Environments
Whether your Market is in the city center, a Mall or a small Market on the highway, every environment has its attributes from

Electricity cost to Population density.
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Title: Market Tycoon
Genre: Casual, Indie, RPG, Simulation, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
Protection Games
Publisher:
Protection Games
Release Date: 11 May, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows® 7 32/64 or better

Processor: Intel i3-6100 equivalent or better

Memory: 6 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GTX745 equivalent or greater.

Storage: 5 GB available space

English,French,Arabic,Romanian,German,Czech,Bulgarian,Swedish,Simplified Chinese,Traditional
Chinese,Polish,Turkish,Korean
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I brought this accidently instead of gtr 2, back in the day this was a state of the art game however the times have changing and
physics engines have gotten better and graphics have gotten better and sadly this has been left in the dust.

I want to recommend this game but sadly it doesnt have that fun factor that it did so many years ago, there are just so many
improvements with games like gtr 2 and race 07 that this needs but didnt exist when this was made. Even further games like
Assetto corsa or Rfactor give this a run for its money.

Lastly it may say i have little time in this game but ive clocked in many hours into it and sadly its not aged well.. This game is a
fun little puzzler, the first time through is likely the longest. Any subsequent replay (only for achievements) can be done rather
quickly. That being said, it has possibly one of the most interesting gaming enviroments i've seen in a while. Lovely ambient
music, and a bizarre creepy sense of forboding the entire time you are exploring this massive labyrinth of flesh and machine.

If you got this from the indie royale bundle, I can't recommend it enough.. Satazius is a dumpster fire.

Reason number 1; Your choices for resolution are a) 640x480, or b) eat♥♥♥♥♥♥ Sure, you can choose between fullscreen or
window, but that means you're either playing in ugly stretch-o-vision, or tiny box-o-vision. Either way it looks awful.
Reason number 2; It is a 2D shooter that won't let you redefine your controls, meaning that if you don't want to use an analogue
stick to control your craft, then its only answer for you is *shrug*.

Now, if these aren't problems for you, then by all means, have at. Otherwise, avoid like an AIDS-filled minefield.. I don't really
consider myself a game critic or anything like that, but I have to say that I love this game. I used to play it a lot when I was a kid.
It's still really cool to me now. I'm so glad that this game was put onto Steam. This game is old, but I love it to pieces.. Fun
game, it's one of those games you can play when you're bored
. The game is awful , still better than the rest of the commando games ~. Most confusing game. The interface is ugly, the overall
esthetics is revulsive, and the controls are curious (stand still and press some key to have a spinner to get random money ???).
You can only move either right or left (no jump), and you have a grappling hook which apparently is unable to catch unything.
You only produce robots which will move in the direction you're looking at and then will beat other robots. Nonsense.
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I like this game! Show great promise, and have nice updates.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/kCF1RFSHoJ0. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0I2GhqN1U5M Here is a video in which I explain the
game! You can see it all in it. I give all my advice in it as well. I think you should just buy it if you have spare money hehehe. I
think the people talk about more vao takes on the game is good!. This game was amazing, I'm totally in love with graphic art and
characters. It looks like real western cartoon, but cartoon in that you can play! Absolutely wonderful picture that I recommend
everyone who loves western, interesting plot and cool graphic. 10\/10. If you liked the first Final Fantasy and you are looking
for more games with similar mechanics, you will love Last Dream, as I do.
There are a few tweaks and improvements but do not expect anything new on the gameplay side.
It's an ode to FF1 gameplay, with some inspiration and references to FF2 (US numbering).
If their goal making this game was to do the perfect FF1 clone, in my opinion they achieved it!

I really like how the game lets you customize your party like FF1 (with more class choices) but at the same time delivers a
strong story like the following FF. I took my time playing this game (on hard, save anywhere) and spent at least 100 hours on it,
so I would say it's totally worth the full price. I didn't even complete all side quests, and could try a harder difficulty with
different classes, plenty of unlocked achievements, etc. My point is there's plenty of content and some replay value.

Cons:
- Controller support could have been better. Cannot use cross (must use thumb stick), customize options doesn't make sense and
when you figure it out it doesn't allow you to choose from all the buttons you would want. So basically you better just learn to
use the default mapping, it works though it's a bit unusual (confirm with X, switch characters with start and select instead of
triggers...)
- This kind of game is repetitive by nature, and fights can often be either too difficult or too easy. I just want to mention it, it's
not really a con because that's what this game is supposed to be.

Pros:
- Customization of start party and levelups
- Customization of difficulty and save settings, for more/less old-school challenge.
- Classic turn based combat
- Awesome music (classic composers remixed on electric guitar: checked!)
- Great story, original and different although inspired by FF.
- A lot of content: side quests, crafting, fishing, arena, etc.. 1) It crashed when I accidentally alt tabbed out.
1a) I had to force close it via task manager.

Game is quite difficult to get a grasp on due to lack of tutorial in the campaign.
It took a bit for me to figure out how to play the game.

I don't remember how I got this game, but I definietly didn't pay for it.

1.5/5. So cool and motivational movie.. Several months ago, I discovered this game through a popular YouTube channel and
became excited to see where it was going. I thought it would be somewhere along the deep sea survival\/horror genre. In some
ways, that assumtion wasn't wrong, and in some ways it was -- but I wouldn't say in a negative sense.

Debris has a fairly good pacing, maintaining the need for power and survival while not always keeping you in a state of tension.
The ambient sounds and the music do a very good job of causing the needed spikes in anxiety, which can sometimes cause you
to take risks. This is a game about team work, though it can sometimes feel like the partner AI can make things a little bit easy.
Unless it's against sharks. You're on your own there.

It does feature some jump scare moments, but I wouldn't classify it overall as a scary or spooky game. The atmosphere is
incredibly well done, however, and can definitely be said to lend to the overall pressure felt by being stranded under glaciers.

I particularly enjoyed the voice acting! The cast was very well chosen and everyone performed their parts exceptionally well.
The other great thing I took away from this game was the psychologial impact of survival and certain conditions. There's a great
twist at the end, just stay tuned.
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I finished my playthrough in four and a half hours, roughly, but the Devs said it could be a game with 5-10 hours of content. I
think there is some decent incentive to replay the game, and I'm looking forward to what features might be added with Co-Op
(which is coming soon).

The thing I was disappointed with this game was that I didn't get to see the Jellyfish ROV in my playthrough! Do we ever get to
see it? Is it as cute as the squid?! I suppose I'll have to play it again to find out. See you under the ice!. I guess you could say the
devil had it out for me to buy this DLC...okay. Uh, so this review thing. This product is pretty cool. More then worth it if you
like the base game.

Update:
A small update that reduces damage from Leopards and tweaks AI of rival male Gorilla.

I have also unlocked the framerate for the game so players can benefit from higher spec machines.

I am getting 40+fps on a decent but old test machine @1080p with all settings high.

Spec of test machine.

i7 4790-K
16gb Ram
660TI GPU

Achievements and trading cards are being worked on by our artists and hopefully they will be included very soon.

Andy. Beta update promoted to main:
The beta update 243026 has been promoted from public beta to main as of today.

Fixed texture stretching on HUD elements.

Adjusted HUD elements so they are farther out to the sides and top and bottom.

Movies are now rendered with a fixed aspect ratio of 1.333 to avoid distorting their already low resolution.

Fixed 1st person weapon models arms showing edges of arms with wide screen.

Fixed enemies not appearing on Kwongo level and other places.

Removed wide screen video option.

Adjusted margins for Netricsa HUD element description text so it looks better.

Added Cooperative settings option to disable serious bombs. When disabled bombs will not show up in the game at all.

Fixed auto aim option and cheat not working without a controller.

Fixed the oddness in how mouse hovering acts in the Advanced Video Options menu on the topmost and bottommost
options. This also fixes arranger up / down arrows not working as expected.

Added advanced profile settings option that allows players to choose the type of weapons list they want to see in the
HUD, either Horizontal or Vertical.

Adjusted LOD distances so the helicopter Minigun is visible at longer distances.
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Menu button bars and Netricsa buttons now show XBox controller icons when using a controller.

Changed loading screen loading text, and continue text from 'Please press Enter to continue' to 'Please press a key to
continue'. The loading text is now removed when level has finished loading.

Fixed issue with entities not always falling to the ground when frame rates are high.

Raised duke armor and hat on the Forsaken Compound level up some so they won't fall through the ground.

Added NPC subtitles and voice game options.

Fixed turret camera so it doesn't drop below the model when looking up.

. Hollow Knight is here February 24! New Release Trailer!:
Hey everyone,

We're excited to announce that Hollow Knight will be releasing on Steam February 24! We hope you're excited to finally
descend into the world of Hallownest, challenge its guardians and uncover all of its deepest secrets!

To kick things off, we've put out a new Release Trailer! You can view it here in Steam or on Youtube here: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UAO2urG23S4

If you want to help us out by sharing the news, that's be great! In the meantime we'll be cleaning up and polishing the game for
you.

Cheers,
Team Cherry. Megadimension Neptunia VIIR comes to Steam THIS FALL 2018!:

PC fans rejoice! We are excited to announce that Megadimension Neptunia™ VIIR[ideafintl.com] is coming to Steam THIS
FALL 2018!

Get ready to hop dimensions with your favorite CPU Goddesses by adding Megadimension Neptunia VIIR to your wishlist
today!
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Visit the store page here!. The Puppygames Patreon:
So, I thought I'd put this out there to Revenge of the Titans fans:

The Puppygames Patreon[www.patreon.com]

A surprisingly large number of players have asked us about a multiplayer version of Revenge of the Titans. The problem is that
when you start solving the individual problems in multiplayer with the game design, you gradually end up, bit by bit, inventing a
completely different game.

Battledroid is that game.

We've already spent over a year on Battledroid but we don't have the funds to finish it - it's going to take us another year. If
you'd like to help us out making Battledroid, please spare a buck or two for us every month.

Battledroid is a free game and will always be totally free.
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